In this paper, compression scheme is presented for Indian Language handwritten text document images. Document image compression is an active area of research. Current OCR technology is not effective for handling the handwritten text images. The proposed compression scheme deals with the handwritten gray level document in Devnagri script. The method is based on the separation of foreground and background of an image and connected component labeling. Experiments are done with handwritten images in Devnagri (Hindi and Marathi). Compression schemes are available for the printed text in Indian language. But there is little work reported towards the compression standards for handwritten text image. The results of the modules are showing good compression ratio. Hence compression of handwritten text images in Indian language is important.
INTRODUCTION
Today most of the digital libraries publish the document over the web. Due to increasing demand of the digital libraries document image compression is becoming more popular in recent years. Also the publication in the form of periodicals and manuscript is increasing over the web. These documents are in the form of Handwritten Text and printed text. Current digital libraries use the Optical Character Recognition to extract the text. In Indian Language (IL) context most of the important documents are in printed or handwritten form. Therefore converting these documents into electronic form is difficult task. For Indian Language scripts are having different variations, hence there is unavailability of the OCR system for most of the Indian language. Also OCR system works for the printed text. But for handwritten text this method may not work properly. Therefore storage of these documents in the form of scanned images is important. Also the compression methods achieving high compression ratio is required for retrieval and accessing of these document images over the web. In Indian Language, document with handwritten text have historical significance. Thus for speedy communication over the web this data must be in compressed form. Compression techniques for printed scanned image documents in Indian language are available in literature. But there is absence of handwritten document image compression in Indian language. Most of the work is done for the Chinese and Arabic handwritten document image compression.
For document image compression data is represented in the form of images, but it mostly contains printed text. Such images are known as textual images [1] . Different approaches for compression of such textual images are used followed by various compression standards. Soft pattern matching (SPM) and Pattern matching and substitution (PMS) with JBIG2 standards for bi-level images are used in literature [2] . These methods are working only for the printed text, but for handwritten text methods are not working well. In SPM and PMS the image is divided into the marks. These groups of marks contain letters, digits, and symbols. In PMS only the one symbol bitmap representative of each group is required. It is followed by position of each character. Coding of new symbol is done from the symbol dictionary with smallest mismatched. The method gives high compression ratio for repeated symbols, which is available in printed text. But for handwritten text similarity of each character cannot be predefined. This method leads to substitution error if matching marks are not found [3] . In SPM if matching mark is found then coding is done directly. Unlike PMS even for totally mismatched mark it is not produce any error [2] . These methods are suitable to the classification of pattern used in languages. It is much more suitable for English language then Indian language. Handwritten text shows the difference in lines, shapes, similarity and strokes varying from person to person. Thus compression standards like JPEG and JPEG2000 may not suitable because it may degrade the high frequency component and cause bluring of lines and strokes [4] .
As mentioned earlier there is unavailability of the compression methods for Indian language handwritten text. Thus major focus is on the compression of handwritten text in Indian language context. In this paper compression of scan digitized handwritten gray level images for Devnagri script is proposed. Next section gives the brief overview of foreground-background separation techniques and features of Devnagri script. The rest of the paper describes new compression method based on separation of foreground and background of an image and connected component labeling (CCL) followed by experimental results and conclusion.
Survey of Foreground-Background Separation of an Image
Many of the documents such as magazine articles and color documents foreground and background are important. 
Properties of Devnagri Script
Since the compression techniques targeted for compression of the handwritten document images in Devnagri, some basic properties of this script is discussed here.
The Devnagri alphabet is used for writing the Marathi, Hindi, Nepali, and Sindhi. The Devnagri script does not have any uppercase and lowercase distinction. Also the writing style is left to right horizontal. The script has 5 basic vowels and 29 consonants. It is also having 12 modifiers. The characters of the words in this script are connected by a horizontal line known as "Shirorekha". The neighboring characters are touched through this headline and form the connected components [9].
Fig 1. Handwritten Textual image in Devnagri script
Most of the Indian script is dividing into the three zones. 
THE PROPOSED WORK FLOW
Depending upon the assumption that system uses only the gray scale images with uniform background the workflow is shown in figure 2.
Fig. 2. Flow of proposed work flow

THE COMPRESSION STRATEGY
The preprocessing step from the working flow is optional here. It is used when image is depredated while scanning the image or any kind of noise is occurred. It then consists of following steps.
Foreground Pixel Extraction
The input handwritten document is scanned in gray level with different dpi for testing purpose. For this input, image width and image height is calculated. The values of the image pixels in terms of RGBs are read and stored into the buffer. From the various range of the values of the image pixels an average value is calculated and referred as threshold. Along with average value foreground and background pixel values for the input image is calculated. These pixel values are used in further steps.
Separation of Foreground and Background of Image
As the compression methodology focus on gray level images, there is a distinction between the binarization and foregroundbackground separation for gray and color documents. For gray level document it may be easy to separate the foregroundbackground than color documents. Ideally binarization separates the background (paper) from the foreground (characters and text) of an image. Binarization is conversion of gray image into the black and white image [5] . In this step the calculated foreground and background pixel values are separated from the buffer. These values are in vector form. To produce the foreground extracted text image, the values are written to the array elements of raster. The raster defines the value of pixel in a particular area to be written [10] . This raster is stored on to the disk producing the foreground extracted text image of the original image. replacing with the white value. There is a reduction in the stored new foreground image depending on with which pen it is writing and at which dpi the document is scanned. Image shown in figure 3 is scanned at 100 dpi and written with the broad tip angled pen on A4 size white background paper. The image is having dimension in pixels 803×1146.
Connected Component Labeling
The connected component labeling (CCL) is executed on the foreground extracted image to detect all the connected components. CCL is done typically on output from other image processing steps. Connected components labeling is a process of assigning the unique label to each connected or touching component in binary image [11] . The connectedness between the pixels can be defined in two common ways: 4-connected and 8-connected. The algorithm used of CCL can be of multipass, one pass and two pass algorithm. Our approach is based on the 8-connected two pass algorithm. On 2D array of image, a forward scan assign labeling from left to right and top to bottom [12] .
Two pass algorithm [12, 13] works in two phases, Scanning phase and Labeling phase. In scanning phase, image is scan row by row, records the equivalence information and assign the temporary labels. Labeling phase assign the final labels by replacing each temporary labels of its equivalent class. To represent this equivalence information data structure unionfind is used [11, 14] . Conceptually it like a rooted tree, where nodes of a tree represent the temporary labels and edge represent the equivalence information between the labels [15] .
This union-find data structure unites the tree and returns the root label.
Detection of Connected Components
At first by using CCL two pass algorithms, labeled connected components from the foreground image is extracted.
For the image shown in fig 4, 13 connected components are detected. Figure 5 shows the all 13 connected components. As the algorithm scan the image row by row, whichever the first component of the pixel to be scanned first, it assign the labels accordingly. Thus the labels information is important here not the number. 
Component Merging
A labeled component image can be represented by two or more components images. It can be reconstructed by merging of its corresponding components. In following conditions the merging of the components is to be done. It is to be noted that in worst cases if the component is too away from the bounding box pixel positions, then simply discard that components. Although the overall performance is not affected much.
Fig. 6. Component merging
From the figure 6 total six components are merged and this image is written to the disk.
Removal of Spacing between Word Images
Removal of spacing is done between the merged components of word images. Also the spacing between the top and left boundaries of the merged image. [5] U.Garain, T.Paquet, L.Heutte, "On foregroundbackground separation in low quality document images", International Journal of Document Analysis, 2006.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
CONCLUSION
In this paper compression strategy of handwritten text for Indian language gray level document is presented. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort towards the compression of handwritten text for Indian language documents. As mentioned earlier, most of the work is done for foreign language handwritten document. The proposed methodology only focuses on the gray level handwritten images. The compression technique presented here is lossless in nature. The compression technique works well and gives results accordingly. It can be extended for the color document also. This aspect is left for future extension of current study.
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